Summer of Kleist Memorial Tournament
Round 5

Tossups

1.  “I must create a System or be enslaved by another Man’s.” The author of this quote thus conceived of a mythos in which a “Universal Man”, not a transcendent God is the starting point., an idea similar to the one found much later in the works of Nietzsche. His poems also share the view of some modern philosophers that man’s fall is a result of his psychic disintegration and alienation. These themes are expressed in the long poetic works of The Book of Thel and The Four Zoas. Although known in his own time as an artist as well as a poet, today he is most famous for poems he wrote which were originally accompanied by elaborate etchings. FTP, name this early 19th century poet, most famous for Poetical Sketches and Songs of Innocence and Experience.

Answer: William Blake



2.  This philosopher is said to have once taught a youth to be a sophist, only accepting pay if the youth won his first case. However, the youth’s first case was the philosopher suing him for his money, thus assuring him his money. He further taught that everything is infinitely divisible and that opinions cannot be truer, only better. That later view is was prompted the playwright Schiller to call him his disciple. He was known in ancient times as being the teacher of Pericles, and for having drafted the legal code for the colony of Thurii. His doctrines are discussed in Phaedrus and Theaetetus, and the dialogue which bears his name. However, his only work, On the Gods was burned for supposed heresy, and thus none of his works remain save that work’s first sentence. FTP, identify this philosopher, famous for having said, “man is the measure of all things.”

Answer: Protagoras



3.  Upon the reconquest of Nanjing, it was reported that “not one of the 100,000 rebels in Nanjing surrendered…but in many cases gathered together and burnt themselves.”  Led by Hong Xiuquan, who had begun preaching a new religion in the Guangxi province in 1845, this revolt controlled much of the rich Yangzi for years until put down following the conclusion of the second Opium War.  FTP Identify this peasant uprising whose name is derived from the Chinese for “Heavenly Kingdom of Great Peace.”											Taiping Tianguo accept English trans. Before given



4.  The life of this composer has been characterized as an anti-climax as he never turned out to be the Mendelssohn some had hoped.  Educated by Ferdinand Hiller, founder of the Cologne Conservatory, when he was twenty his first opera premiered, a Singspiel based on Goethe called Scherz, List, und Rache.  Later he composed his opera Hermione based on Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale.  Identify this composer of a romantic opera Die Loreley, the choral cantata Frithjog, most famous for the Violin Concerto in G minor. 								Max Bruch


5.  The natural version is often accomplished by bacteria such as cyanobacter or clostridium, meant to furnish to plants with compunds of an element that is plentiful but generally unusually by organisms. Crops that are extremely efficient at this process are often rotated with other crops in order to avoid soil depletion. The most famous industrial variety is the Haber-Bosch process. FTP, identify this process, which refers to any method of converting atmospheric nitrogen into nitrates or nitriles. 

A:_nitrogen fixation



6.  Written to the former clerk of a Boston business firm, they detailed the sale at inflated prices of securities to the Union Pacific Railroad by the writer, then a US Congressman.  Though they received applause when read to the House with comments by the writer in 1876 when he was campaigning for the Republican nomination, what series of letters contributed greatly to James G. Blaine’s failure to win the presidency?									The Mulligan Letters



7.  He was made master of Balliol College in 1360, but left a year later to become the vicar of Fillingham, where he wrote two works, De Dominio Divino Libri Tres and Tractatus de civili domino, in which he argued against the possession of worldly goods by the church. This made Pope Gregory XI irate, who ordered his arrest, but he was at the height of his popularity in England and the order was refused. He then began a general attack on the Church, particularly on the doctrine of transsubstantiation. These attacks cost him much support among the English clergy, while his preaching and theories led to the Peasant’s Revolt by the Lollards in 1381. FTP, name this theologian, who first translated the Bible into English.

A: John Wycliffe



8.  Along with the Minneapolis Lakers, the Fort Wayne Pistons, and the Indianapolis Kautskys, they joined the BAA in 1948-49, and joined the NBA the next season.  They won their lone NBA title in 1951 as the introduction of the shot clock killed their down-tempo style.  Moving to Cincinnati in 1957, they would stay there for 15 years, featuring the wizardry of Oscar Robertson, among others.  A move to Kansas City-Omaha in 1972 displayed the talents of Nate "Tiny" Archibald.  13 years later, they arrived in their current home.  For 10 points, name this itinerant franchise, now led by Chris Webber and Vlade Divac

Answer:	Sacramento Kings	(accept: Royals, Rochester Royals, Cincinnati Royals, Kansas 
City-Omaha Kings, Kansas City Kings)



9.  Just as she fades into death, she begs her father to spare her lover, who at the end leaves the scene unharmed.  She first encounters the officer when she catches him trespassing on hallowed ground, awestruck by the magnificent jewels she had left at a shrine.  Her father, a high priest, discovers Gerald’s footprints and has her sing at a festival in order to attract him.  The ruse works and Gerald is stabbed by the Brahmin.  She nurses Gerald back to health, but unfortunately his sense of duty to the British army wins over his love for the sweet-voiced Hindu girl.   FTP, name this daughter of Nilakantha who poisons herself after Gerald refuses to drink the potion of eternal love, the title character of an 1883 opera by Léo Delibes. 
Answer: _LAKMÉ_



10. They contain enzymes most effective at a pH of 5, and therefore must be isolated from the neutral cytoplasm. Its enzymes were the first biological molecules extensivley studied by x-ray crystyallography. They function by fusing with  endocytotic vacuoles, and also by releasing molecules into the cell as building materials. In extreme cases, they may rupture, and their enzymes destroy the surrounding cellular apparatus, a process known as autolysis. FTP, identify this cellular organelle, most active in processes of intracellular digestion.

A: _lysosomes_



11.  Bennaly is the narrator in the third part of this novel, describing the main character’s stay in Los Angeles. There, the protagonist has an affair with Milly, a social worker. His hands are soon after broken by a police officer named Martinez. This prompts the memories of his older brother Vidal, who has died, and the sermon on the gospel of John by Tosamah. Earlier in the novel he returns from the war and kills an albino after a night of drinking. This prompts his expulsion from the reservation which he finally returns to in part four, witnessing the death of his grandfather Francisco. FTP, name this novel about the life of Abel, a Native American, written by N Scott Momaday.

Answer: House Made of Dawn



12. Influenced by early psychoanalysts, he theorizes in his most important work that that social function of magic was to express the social importance of the desired or protected event. During that time he was a professor of social anthropology at the University of Capetown, where he founded the School of African Life and Languages. In The Social Organization of Australian Tribes, he comprehensively analyzes and classifies all Aboriginal tribes. During the 1930’s at the University of Chicago, he helped introduce the methods of social anthropology to the United States. FTP, identify this anthropologist, most famous for The Andaman Islanders and Methods of Social Anthropology.

Answer: Alfred Reginald Radcliffe-Brown



13.  The siege of this fortress was carried out by the construction of two rings, a nine-mile inner ring of ditches and ramparts and a thirteen-mile outer ring of fortifications to protect the sieging army from attack by relief forces.  The defeat of the relief army was in part due to the delay of one month in organizing the relief army under its commanders Vergasillaunus, Viridomarus, Eporedirix, and Commius.  Their defeat left the fortress defenders unable to break through the Roman lines.  For 10 points – identify this battle at which the surrender of Vercingetorix effectively concluded Julius Caesar’s conquest of Gaul.

Answer: Alesia



14.  This graphical construction can replace Petrick’s method in identifying the minimal prime implicant cover for a sum-of-products or product-of-sums Boolean expression.  By designating all prime implicants as zeroes if false or as ones if true, the minterms and maxterms of the expression can be determined by finding the largest possible rectangles consisting of only zeroes or ones.  For 10 points – identify this method of combinatorial minimization, named for its inventor Maurice Karnaugh.
Answer: K-Map or Karnaugh Map early



15.  Eugene Morgan is the leading representative of the new aristocracy of industry and commerce in US life, though he is benign and cultured. This is meant as a dramatic foil to the character of George, a callous manipulator and the spoiled son of Isabel. Their shared last name is Minafer, a name changed from an earlier, more illustrious one, who only the neurotic spinster Fanny has. FTP, name the novel in which these characters appear, telling of the decaying family fortunes in the Midwest, written by Booth Tarkington.

Answer: The Magnificent Ambersons



16.  In psychology, Malinowski disproved that this theory was universal in his field work with the Trobriand Islanders who reckon kinship matrilineally.  In literary theory, Harold Bloom in The Anxiety of Influence, used it to describe the relationship between Shakespeare and his legacy in western literature.  His idea can be seen in Joyce’s Ulysses where the hero’s theory on Hamlet portends Joyce’s desire to unseat Shakespeare as the greatest writer in western literature.  Freud first introduced the idea in his Interpretation of Dreams, FTP identify this theory that states that around the age of 5 a boy will wish to overcome his father to have sex with his mother.					Oedipal Complex



17.  This name is used to describe three conflicts: one from 1958, one from 1972-3, and one from 1975-6.  During the third conflict, NATO was threatened with the closing of their base at Keflavik, due to the insistence of one nation to enforce the 200-mile Exclusive Economic Zone, which was established in the 1974 Law of the Sea.  For 10 points – identify the name given to these three conflicts over fishing rights between Britain and Iceland.
Answer: Cod War



18.  His father became a mule driver for a soldier and was killed in action. His mother runs various eating houses near a nobleman’s estate. He leads around a blind guy for a while. He makes a whole in the blind man’s wine jug and tries to drink from it, but when he is discovered, the blind man beats him over the head with the jug. His next master is a priest from whom he stole food and money, but is discovered when he hides a key in his mouth while sleeping, causing a strange whistle to awaken the priest and cause a search. Later after years of working for a chaplain, he gets some money and becomes respectable. By the end of the novel, he becomes so influential that he can commit crime without repercussions.  FTP, name this picaresque novel  as written by an anonymous author once surmised to be de Mendoza. 

Answer: Lazarillo de Tormes




19.  An engraver of Watteau, he differs from the Rococo master by his less magical, but more robust forms, possible a reflection of his stronger physical condition.  A protégé of Mme de Pompadour, he worked as a designer of tapestries and ballet sets for her as well as painting her portrait.   Identify this 18th century painter of Venus Consoling Love and Diana Bathing.			Francois Boucher



20.  Though having little formal training, he was the first to synthesize chlorocarbons and published important work in condensation, vaporization, and optical illusions. His magnum opus, published over forty years by the Royal Society, called “Experimental Researches in Electricity,” was one of the mot significant works in Physics since the Principia Mathematica, detailing as it did the discovery of the laws of electrolysis, induction, and rotation of polarized light, among many other things. FTP, name this British physicist, the greatest of all experimentalists.

A: Michael _Faraday_





Summer of Kleist
Round 5 Bonuses


1.  Identify the following particles FTSNOP

5: Postulated by Pauli and named by Fermi, these uncharged particles are not subject to the strong force. It was shown in 1998 that they had mass.

A: neutrino

10: Composed of an even number of quarks and antiquarks, this type of bosons are subject to the strong force and were postulated in 1935 by Yukawa Hideki.

A: mesons

15: The 1974 discovery of this type of meson, consisting of one bottom and one antibottom quark suggested the existence of the top quark, discovered in 1996.

A: upsilon particle





2.  Identify the following regarding the War of the Roses, FTPE:

10: The war was precipitated by the removal of what Lancastrian King by the Yorkists for insanity in 1453?

A: Henry VI

10: The Lancastrians were led by what wife of Henry VI?

A: Queen Margaret of Anjou

10:Which nobleman aided both the Yorkists and the Lancastrians, leading to the sobriquet “Kingmaker?”

A: Robert Earl Warwick





3.  Answer the following questions about fine cinema.

(5)  This European admirer of D.W. Griffith is widely credited with developing an editing technique in which separate portions of thematically related film are placed into a sequence together.  Give BOTH the names of the director and the technique.
Answer: Sergei Mikhaylovich Eisentein
montage

(10)  This 1938 film directed by Eisenstein featured music by Sergei Prokofiev and chronicled the life of a 11th Century military hero later canonized by the Russian Orthodox Church.  Though the title character scored massive victories against Swedish and German invaders, he was a willing collaborator with the Mongols and helped entrench Russia as a dominion of the Golden Horde.
Answer: Alexander Nevksy.

(15)  Stalin found disfavor with this film as it portrayed the titular character during his latter descent into madness.  It was withheld from release by the Soviet Film Trust until 1958.  However, authorities were quite pleased with its glorious precursor, which debuted in 1946 and incorporates elements of Kabuki theatre.
Answer: Ivan the Terrible Part II (prompt on Ivan the Terrible).





4.  Identify these works by Ovid from description, FTPE:

A) These sets of poems, published in five books at intervals form a series of short poems depicting the various stages of a love affair with a woman named Corrina. The poem is not one of passion but more a witty exploitation of the erotic commonplace. 

Answer: The Loves (also accept Amores)

B) This work is an account of the Roman year and its religious festivals, one for each month. Half of them survive. It was meant as a national poem, and the patriotism and praise for Augustus was meant to rehabilitate Ovid in the regime’s eyes.

Answer: Fasti (also accept Calendar)

C) This poem, written not long after his arrival at Tomis, is a long and elaborate curse directed at an anonymous enemy. It is a tour de force of abstruse mythological learning, composed largely without the aid of books.

Answer: Ibis





5.  Given the names of songs contained on them, identify the following albums by rock deities Guns N’ Roses.  That’s G ’N’ F’n R  to those of you who were really down back in the day.

(10)	My World, Shotgun Blues, Locomotive
(5)	Civil War, Estranged, Get in the Ring
Answer: _USE YOUR ILLUSION II_

(10)	You’re Crazy, Think About You, Nightrain
(5)	Mr. Brownstone, Rocket Queen, Paradise City
Answer: _APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION_

(10)	Don’t Damn Me, Garden of Eden, Perfect Crime
(5)	Right Next Door to Hell, Live and Let Die, November Rain
Answer: _USE YOUR ILLUSION I_





6.  Identify the social guru from the given clues.

(30)	Though he identifies himself as a liberal, he has been a spokesman for Newt Gingrich’s Progress and Freedom Foundation.  His theories on public policy have called for the dismantling of government anti-trust regulations that keep tabs on telephone and cable television companies.

(20)	His 1980 work The Third Wave heralded the advent of the so-called “Knowledge Age,” in which information has become a commodity just like iron, oil, or other natural resources.

(10)	He co-wrote 1970’s Future Shock with his wife Heidi.  In it he champions a world of new consumer possibilities such as cable television and disposable clothing.

Answer: Alvin _TOFFLER_





7.  Answer the following about the stability of nuclei FTPE.

A. (10) This element has the highest atomic number of any element with a stable isotope.

Answer: bismuth

B. (10) Nuclei with 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82 or 126 neutrons have been shown to be particularly stable.  These numbers are known by this term.

Answer: magic numbers

C. (10) Magic numbers were developed by this theoretical physicist, who received the 1963 Nobel Prize for her work on the nuclear shell model.

Answer:  Maria Goeppert Mayer





8.  Identify the following Philip Glass works based on descriptions for ten points each.

(10)	Featuring references to teen idol David Cassidy and the trial of Patty Hearst, it portrays a nuclear holocaust in its climax.  Co-written with Robert Wilson, it is the longest of Glass’s operas and as many of his works, was met with mixed reactions when it premiered in 1976.  
Answer: _EINSTEIN ON THE BEACH_

(10)	Whereas “Einstein on the Beach” broke most of the rules of opera, this spiritually imbued work was relatively more grounded in operatic convention.  Commissioned by the city of Rotterdam, the inspiration of this 1980 work came from events that took place in South Africa.
Answer: _SATYAGRAHA_


(10)	This 1992 opera was commissioned by the New York Metropolitan Opera in commemoration 
of the 500th anniversary of Christopher Columbus’ arrival in the Americas.
Answer: _THE VOYAGE_





9.  Identify the following about a 17th and 18th century French writer, FTPE.

First, tutor for the duc de Bourgogne, he wrote several treatises on education such as De l’education des filles as well as composing Dialogues of the Dead for his student.					Francois de Silignac de la Mothe-Fenelon
Among his better known works is a 1699 epic about the son of Ulysses, which offered political advice to the Dauphin and got Fenelon exiled to his diocese.  											Telemaque
After gaining much favor as royal tutor, he became unpopular at court because of his endorsement of this religious mysticism that emphasized removing the soul for the external world and allowing only contemplation of God.		Quietism





10.  Identify the following about a Renaissance artist for the stated number of points.

(5)	Living from 1598 to 1680, he crafted such sculptures as “The Ecstasy of St. Theresa.” “Pluto and Proserpina,” and “Apollo and Daphne.”  Visitors to the Vatican can marvel at the grandiose colonnade he designed for St. Peter’s Square. 
Answer: Gian Lorenzo _BERNINI_

(10)	This fountain designed by Bernini sits in the middle of Rome’s Piazza Navona.  It stands as a coded insult to Bernini’s rival, Francesco Borromini, who designed the façade of the church that overlooks the square.  One of the fountain’s figures his its face to avoid seeing Borromini’s work while another raises its hand in an attempt to keep the church from falling.
Answer: _FOUNTAIN OF THE FOUR RIVERS_

(15)	This gilt-bronze cover for the pope’s throne stands as Bernini's most awe-inspiring religious 
decoration.  The seat is supported by four statues of early Church figures, the saints Ambrose, Augustine, Athanasius, and John Chyrysostom.  An oval window festooned with a painting of the Dove of the Holy Spirit and a glory of angels sits above the seat. 
Answer: _CATHEDRA PETRI_ (or _THRONE OF ST. PETER_) 





11.  Answer these questions about related heresies FTSNOP.
A. (10) Originating in 7th century Armenia, it spread to the Byzantine Empire, where it existed in some form for over 200 years.  They believed that Jesus could not truly be the son of Mary, and held special reverence for the Gospel of Luke and the Epistles.
Answer:  Paulicians
B. (10) Named after the priest that found them, this Bulgarian sect evolved from the teachings of the Paulicians and local attempts at reforming the Bulgarian Orthodox Church.
Answer:  Bogomilæ
C. (5) The Bogomil priest Nicetas traveled west to St. Felix de Caraman to meet with the leaders of this group of 1167.
Answer:  Albigenses (or Cathars or Cathari)
D. (5) The teachings of the Paulicians, the Bogomilæ, and the Albigenses were all based on the teachings of this 3rd century Persian sect.
Answer:  Manichaeism





12.	Identify the following bones, FTPE:

10: This bone, which anchors the tongue, is the only bone not connected to the rest of the skeletal structure.
	
A: hyoid

10: Latin for “brooch” this bone of the lower body forms the outcropping of the ankle and is joined to the talus.

A: fibula

10: Triangular and lying between the 2nd and 8th ribs, this bone forms part of the shoulder socket and is the attachment point for several muscles.

A: scapula (prompt on “shoulder blade”)





13.  Identify these characters from Uncle Tom’s Cabin, a book you read a long long time ago, FTPE:

A) This is George Harris and Eliza’s son, who appears not so frequently in the novel. When he is about to be sold, he and Eliza manage to run away to Canada.

Answer: Little Harry

B) This is Tom’s wife, who receives permission from Mrs. Shelby to work for a confectioner and use her wages to redeem her husband.

Answer: Aunt Chloe

C) This is the slave owner who takes Tom from the Shelby’s. He is heartless and cold, though he thinks that by not beating his slaves, this somehow makes him moral.

Answer: Haley





14.  Given the child of Zeus, identify the mother for ten points each.

(10)	Heracles
Answer: _ALCMENE_

(10)	Hermes
Answer: _MAIA_

(10)	Dionysus
Answer: _SEMELE





15.  Identify the titles and authors of these important papers in scientific history, 10 for the title, 5 for the author.

A. (10,5) Defining the five parts of a communication system as an information source, a transmitter, a channel, a receiver, and a destination, it develops a theory for noiseless and noisy discrete and continuous channels.  Its most famous argument may be the statement that 50% of ordinary English is redundant.

Answer: A Mathematical Theory of Communication by Claude Shannon

B. (10,5) A response to attempts to solve Russell’s paradox, this paper includes Russell’s most famous work in the title.  Its famous proof involves the use of “arithmetization,” in which the symbols of a mathematical system are converted into numbers that can be used to prove statements about strings in the system.

Answer: Über formal unsentscheidbare Sätze der Principia Mathematica und verwandter Systeme I by Kurt Godel
English: On Formally Undecidable Propositions of Principia Mathematica and Related Systems by Kurt Godel





16.  Identify the historical figure, 30-20-10.

30: He studied law in Illinois and served as Lincoln’s private secretary during the Civil War.

20: As Secretary of State under McKinley, he made the decision to retain the entire Phillipines as war spoils and negotiated the Guyana border dispute with Britain.

10: He formulated the Open Door Policy in China and negotiated the treaty that allowed the U.S. to construct the Panama canal.

A: John Hay





17.  Identify these works by Mikhail Bulgakov F15PE:

A) This comic satire is a vicious attack on pseudoscience. It tells the story of a transplant procedure that causes the transformation of an animal into a man. It was also made into a hilarious Russian film version of the same name.

Answer: The Heart of a Dog

B) This work, originally titled Notes of a Dead Man, is an autobiographical novel and contains a merciless satire of Konstantin Stanislavsky and the backstage life of the Moscow Art Theatre.

Answer: Black Snow: A Theatrical Novel





18.  Identify the following regarding the Battle of Midway, FTPE:

10: Name the Japanese carrier commander, who also led the attack on Pearl Harbor, whose hesitation on which target to attack first led to destruction of four carriers.

A: Chuichi Nagumo

10: Identify the American commander whose celebrated decision not to pursue the beaten enemy prevented an ambush at the hands of Japanese battleships and ensured American victory.

A: Raymond Spruance

10: Name the American carrier lost at the battle, hastily patched up and sent to fight after being damaged at the Battle of the Coral Sea.

A: U.S.S. Yorktown 





19.  Identify the following 20th Century religious figures on a 15-5 basis.

(15)	An early follower of Karl Barzh, his study of the Sermon on the Mount attacked the “cheap grace”
of unlimited forgiveness in favor for a more rigorous and ethical Protestantism.

(5)	A leader of the Confessing Church, he was executed for his part in the July 20 Plot.

Answer: Dietrich _BONHOEFFER_

(15)	He displayed an insight into Asian philosophy abd mysticism rare for a westerner and he achieved 
fame for his autobiographical The Seven Storey Mountain.

(5)	A crusader for social justice, civil rights, and against the Vietnam War, this American Trappist monk was also noted for his poetry.

Answer: Thomas _MERTON_





20.  Answer the following about the separation of Norway from Sweden FTPE.

A. (10) This party formed in 1884 was one of the leading forces for Norwegian independence, demanding the use of the Norwegian language.  They gained power in 1891 under a platform that demanded the establishment of an independent Norwegian foreign minister.

Answer: Venstre (or Left)

B. (10) Originally a member of Venstre, he joined the Coalition Party in 1903 and became prime minister after the collapse of the government of G.F. Hagerup. The resignation of his government in 1905 forced the Storting to declare Norwegian independence.

Answer: Christian Michelsen

C. (10) The first king of newly independent Norway, Prince Charles of Denmark assumed this name upon claiming the throne.

Answer: Haakon VII





21.  Identify the following lakes, FTPE:

10:  This lake lends its name to a country that was ruled by Dr. Hastings Banda for 30 years.

A: Lake Malawi (prompt on “Lake Nyasa”)

10: This lake in Kazakhstan suffered considerable pollution and depletion due to irrigation projects on the Ile River.

A: Lake Balkhash

10: The largest lake in New England, in the War 1812 an American fleet under Thomas Macdonough repelled a British invasion of New York.

A: Lake Champlain






22.  Answer these questions about a movement in philosophy, FTSNOP:

5 – Identify the doctrine which holds that there is no “absolute” truth, as all truths change their trueness as their practical utility increase or decreases.

Answer: Pragmatism

5 – Identify the man who popularized Pragmatism in a lectures delivered to Columbia entitled  Pragmatism: A New Name for Some Old Ways of Thinking. He is also author of The Varieties of Religious Experience

Answer: William James

10 – Identify the man, a member of the Metaphysical Club, who originated the doctrine in the essay “How to Make Our Ideas Clear.”

Answer: Charles Sanders Peirce

10 – Identify this twentieth century philosopher who has taken himself in the tradition of pragmatism. He has advocated to reunify continental and analytic philosophy by taking up the program of Dewey, Heidegger and Wittgenstein and their attack on classical epistemology.  His most famous work is Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature.

Answer: Richard Rorty






